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NEWS FEED
Almost every page is laid out in a news feed format, with the most recent information at the top (1).

HOME PAGE SLIDER
Featured news articles or events will be displayed in a clickable slideshow at the top of the homepage and on your DSIAC Feed (2).
LOGIN/REGISTER
Login is located at the top of the page (3) or accessed using the login block on the left hand side (4). Registration and resetting your password is also located in this same region.

PROFILE/USER MENU
Logout or view/edit your profile using the menu at the top of the page (5) or by using the User Menu on the left hand side (6). The User Menu also lists links to change your password or view your DSIAC Feed. Your DSIAC Feed is a page similar to the home page but is filtered based on the Communities of Practice that you have subscribed to. You can views your Communities in your profile.
SEARCHING TOOLS

There are three ways to search for information on the new DSIAC site. Searches can be made based on the Community of Practice (7). Once clicked, you will be directed to the filtered Community home page. Searches can also be made based on the type of content you are looking for (ex: event, journal, etc) (8). Once clicked you will be directed to that filtered content type home page. Another option for searching, is to use the search box at the top of each page (9). Also note that there are advanced filter options (10) on the top of each feed, to help narrow your search.
DIFFERENT VIEWS
For certain feeds there is an option to view it as a list (11).
If you have any questions or suggestions, please email us a message at https://www.dsiac.org/services/contact-dsiac, and we would be happy to assist you.